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You'd think we'd have learned by now
how every empire falls, even the grandest,

and that our mighty kingdoms, 
so alike in scope and hate,

are not immune to the ruthless 
scythes of time.

You'd think we'd have learned 
that all this murder isn't really worth it.

Doesn't history prove this to us, 
in the relics we find,

the dead cities, the ancient tomes, 
the countless billions of bones

that crunch under our feet, 
everywhere we go?

You'd think one of us 
might have worked this out, 

but maybe we're just not that smart...

Or maybe the inevitable ruin 
is the real prize we're seeking.



Prologue

The Hero

It  rose  above  the  field,  a  billowing  mass  of  rough  sand  and
screaming wind that  battered  the warriors  to  their  knees.  In the
swarm of grit were five writhing serpents that coiled around one
another in portentous dance. Muttering prayers against the power
arrayed against them, the Gilt Plates remained rooted to the spot,
six hundred ferocious brutes reduced to hapless bystanders by a
single spell.

Gods beyond, but this slinger of theirs thinks himself a wild
one, thought  Tankanis,  squinting  against  the  flung  sand  as  he
strode through the transfixed army. But the Riln have only illusion
as their aid, a play with no force behind it.  The warriors around
him were clearly  cowed by such obvious trickery, but Tankanis
was a Flint Wizard. As he watched the illusion twist above him, a
grin slowly appeared on his long, grey face. 

Northern fool, you have underestimated me.
He was on the edge of the maelstrom now and the serpents

were twisting about a boulder-like shape that was coalescing at the
centre of the cloud. With a wry smile Tankanis realised that he was
gazing up at a giant hand perhaps a hundred metres across. Were
this an Ektan spell, he would have been terrified. But this was Riln
magic. A mirage. Empty of any real threat.

Sighing, he planted his staff in the earth and closed his eyes.
Suddenly immersed in sorcery he found his soul slung against a
shimmering background woven from strands of energy that fizzed



and crackled. An otherworldly song began to pluck at his sanity.
The risk we all take in dipping our minds in the world of magic.
This  is  no safe  place  to  visit;  one day,  whatever  god rules  the
realm of sorcery will obliterate trespassers like me on sight. But
for now, it is just the madness I must steel myself against. I must
remember the real world. Opening his eyes he looked again upon
the huge hand. It had curled itself into a fist carved from sand. The
clouds of dust had all but vanished, leaving the giant, disembodied
appendage floating in air.

'Hear me, Riln slinger,' Tankanis called. 'I am a Steelstaff of
the Mottled Wing, the ancient coven of Almenath. That makes me
a Flint Wizard, one of the last great magicians of the South. Your
little  tantrum is  over.  Surrender  now,  and  face  mere  servitude.
Persist in your illusions, and you will face death.'

He had expected the opposing mage to do what Riln slingers
always did when challenged – howl in fury before sending their
warriors  forward  under  a  visually  impressive  but  completely
impotent light show. But instead his words were met only by the
whistle of the wind and the murmuring of his anxious allies. The
Gilt  Plates  were  looking  up  at  the  massive  fist  of  sand,  their
inscrutable, beady eyes blinking in the gritty breeze.

'Fear  not,  men,'  Tankanis  called  out  with  a  sweep  of  one
long, thin limb. 'It is but an illusion.'

As if in response to his confident words the fist twisted to
one side,  clenching tighter  with a groan of compacted particles.
Then it drove downward. A moan of dread rose from the flinching
Gilt Plates but Tankanis simply shook his white-maned head. 

Can these fools not see through the trick?
The  sound  of  the  fist  hitting  the  earth  shattered  any

certainties he had been holding. The impact cracked the land with a
deafening roar, creating a terrifying abysmal rift. Though the strike
had caused the fist itself to disintegrate into its constituent waves
of sand, the damage had been done. Focusing a sliver of energy,
Tankanis  pushed  his  mind  through  the  blinding  sand  that  now
sailed on the wind in choking sheets. Immediately, he wished he



had not.
The Gilt Plates were fleeing. The central mass of the force –

some  four  hundred  armoured  men –  were  now little  more  than
pulverised steel and blood. 

A quiver ran through the Flint Wizard, breaking his focus.
His grip on the world of magic loosened and with it, his power.

Fear. The last distraction. Am I ended?
He turned away from the routed Gilt Plates to see movement

on the plain ahead.
He expected an army, the Riln dashing forward to spring on

their broken foe. But no, it was no army. Instead, a single figure
walked  forward,  clad  in  powder  blue  robes  over  black  leather
armour, a tri-cornered hat throwing the face into shadow. A silver
cutlass hung on the man's hip.

No. Not a man. A boy.
Tankanis gripped his staff, his face twisting into a sneer.  A

boy! They send a boy against me! Fury at this impertinence drove
all fear from his mind. Buoyed by indignation his mind found the
tether  to  the  world  of  magic,  energy  pouring  out  with  fevered
immediacy  into  the  corporeal  realm.  As  it  emerged  he  sent  it
surging forward in a livid blaze of geysering flame. 

In seconds, the scene ahead of him was a charnel wasteland.
Even trees a mile distant withered to blackened stumps and birds
dropped from the air, choked on toxic fumes. Tormented insects
burst from the ground only to writhe for a moment before splitting
apart.  Water,  deep  in  the  earth,  thickened  and  ran  pus-yellow,
clogging the arteries of the land. This was destruction, utter and
wanton – the true power of a Flint Wizard. Tankanis grinned.

The blow knocked the smile off his face and took three teeth
with it.  He was sent reeling, staff tumbling from his grey, long-
fingered hands. With a groan he steadied himself but only for a
second blow to upend him. He landed face-down, coughing in the
dust.

Behind him he could hear boots drumming as the remains of
the Gilt  Plates fled the field.  Ahead, he heard footsteps steadily



approaching, crunching on the fine layer of grit that now covered
the plain.

'Who are  you that  can strike  a  Flint  Wizard at  a  hundred
paces?' Tankanis asked.

The  boy  was  no  more  than  sixteen  winters,  narrow
shouldered and skinny. He cocked his head to one side. All the
wizard could see of his pale, narrow face was a sly smile. 

'Well?' the wizard pressed. 'Are you dumb, boy?'
'No, not dumb,' the Riln slinger said at last, his voice soft, the

tone casual. 'Just in no hurry to break such a restful silence after all
that sorcery.' His smile broadened. 'So, lackey of the Ten Plains
King, are you regretting your master's incursion into the north yet?'

'Riln  scum!'  Tankanis  seethed,  trying  to  stand  only  to
discover that his right leg was broken. 'You will in grim surety pay
dearly this day for your arrogance!'

The boy reached down and adjusted the scabbard of his silver
cutlass, turning it slightly as if ready to draw. 

'You old  guys have  no idea  how ridiculous  you talk,'  the
slinger kid said. 'I do have one question to ask you, though.'

'Ask and be damned!' spat the wizard.
'Are you the best he has?'
Tankanis narrowed his eyes. The boy's arrogance would be

his undoing, for the Flint Wizard had been given time to gather her
reserves which he now unleashed, turning his body into a missile
charged with annihilating energies. But before he left the ground
the cutlass  flew from the boy's belt,  dancing in the air  as if  on
strings.  The  blade  sang  a  cold,  hard  song.  Tankanis  fell  in  a
jumbled heap of severed head and limbs. The sword shot back into
its sheath.

'Hmm,' said the boy. 'Do you think that was a yes?'
He watched the Gilt Plates continue their flight back towards

the Dallian Woodland. They moved fast for giants in full armour,
he mused. Fighting fit, but broken now, perhaps for good. The next
time they arrayed themselves against the Riln they would carry the
terrifying memory of this day in their hearts and it would rob them



of their strength and zeal.
'Don't get cocky, Taray,' said a dreamily ethereal voice that

only he could hear. 
The boy frowned and his attention flicked down to the silver

cutlass.
'I just beat six hundred fighting men of the Ten Plains King

single-handedly,' he said. 
'Six hundred and one,' the sword corrected him. 'But you've

shown your hand. Until now, they thought your people lacked any
magic beyond illusion and trickery. Now, they will be prepared.'

The boy shrugged. 
'You think that will make a difference against me?'
The sword  did  not  reply  immediately  but  when it  did,  its

voice was lower, more veiled, almost not there at all.
'No, Taray. I do not.'
They walked back towards the Ruin in silence, through the

carnage wrought by the Flint Wizard's devastating salvoes. A mild
rain  was  building  in  the  clouds  and  would  soon  be  drumming
softly on the northern lands from Tchiqua to Aphazail, a downpour
to refresh even the Ruin's lifeless streets. It was a good omen, by
all accounts. 

Nevertheless, the lone figure on the plain ground his teeth as
he walked, a sour taste in his mouth.

It troubled him that the sword was afraid of its wielder. 

To continue reading, please visit here.
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